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About this document

his document highlights and conte tuali es ndings from the nternational Resource

anel re ort Resource

Efficiency and Climate Change: Material Efficiency Strategies for a Low-Carbon Future. It provides a starting point for
strategic decision-ma ing for businesses in urban design building and mobility t has two concrete ob ecti es:
− o highlight the ey scienti c ndings and direct im lications for business leaders of the abo e-mentioned R
report.
− o conte tuali e the ndings from said re ort with ideas from business for business about the economic
o

ortunities of material ef ciency strategies
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Key Messages

clean energy strategies with material ef ciency strategies t describes se en material ef ciency strategies

o

that hold great potential for climate change mitigation. These strategies may also enable lasting business success
in housing and mobility markets, but this potential is still largely overlooked in climate and business debates.
usiness leaders will bene t from inno ating in this eld
he R RECC re ort focuses on

countries ndia and China as ma or global emitters but the strategies are

relevant globally.
he scienti c ndings ha e direct im lications for business leaders:
1.

ousing and mobility businesses can boost their climate erformance with material ef ciency strategies
hese strategies ha e the signi cant otential to reduce life cycle emissions from homes in the
er cent and by
in the

and

-

-

er cent in ndia and China in

For cars these reductions could be

-

by

-

er cent

er cent in ndia and China

2. The more intensive use strategy has distinct potential among the seven strategies. By avoiding underutilized
floor space and underutilized vehicle capacity, this strategy reduces emissions from the material cycle and
from the energy used in heating, cooling and transport. This strategy can deliver a share of over two thirds of
the total emission reductions from material ef ciency strategies
3. t is time for all businesses to embrace fundamental business model transformations to fully bene t from
material ef ciency strategies

usiness models that base their re enue on the erformance of residential and

mobility solutions o er their life cycles can bene t from the sa ings and more inno ati e design of material
ef ciency strategies
4. Material-ef cient businesses need and can su

ort determined olicy de elo ment to create enabling mar et

conditions. Important policy instruments include building codes and standards, green public procurement,
virgin material taxes, recycled content mandates and the removal of virgin material subsidies.
n Cha ter

inno ators in the business community ro ide ideas on the economic o

ortunities of material

ef ciency strategies
Material ef ciency strategies are essential in the effort to turn rising ressures into lasting business success

ith

consumers demanding more convenient and sustainable mobility and housing, with prices and price volatility
of materials rising, with digitalization becoming the new normal, and with the devastating effects of the climate,
nature and ollution crisis becoming more isible lasting business success re uires ro iding material-ef cient
services instead of resource-intensive products.
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he R Resource Ef ciency and Climate Change RECC model shows that effecti e climate action must combine
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} n housing material ef ciency strategies can hel :
• Increase productivity of existing stock
• Meet new demand and sa e costs in new construction
• Meet the demand for new li ing ser ices across old and new buildings
} n mobility material ef ciency strategies are essential in:
• Meeting consumer demand for more con enient affordable and fle ible mobility
• Ca turing more alue er ehicle
• Staying relevant by meeting societal expectations of better socioeconomic performance and safety
To seize these opportunities, businesses can take several steps, with a focus on cooperation and promoting policy
de elo ment:
} Anchor business visions in sustainable resource management and climate science.
} n est in inno ati e ilots to determine scalable business models in material-ef cient housing and mobility
}

emand and su

ort olicies to create the mar et conditions necessary for material-ef cient businesses to

ros er Resha e old and oin new coalitions to o ercome hurdles that cannot be tac led alone
n the conte t of the C

-

andemic and economic reco ery in which this document is being written material-

ef cient business models can identify im ortant areas for reco ery in estments to boost economic acti ity and
obs while romoting a decou led and more sustainable economy
further re nements that consider infection re ention and resilience

t the same time business models will need
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Box 1. A note on terminology
¢ Circular economy: An economy where the value of products, materials and resources is maintained in the economy for
as long as possible, and the generation of waste minimized (IRP 2020).
¢ Decoupling: When resource use or some environmental pressure either grows at a slower rate than the economic activity
that is causing it (relative decoupling) or declines while the economic activity continues to grow (absolute decoupling)
(IRP 2019b).
¢ Decoupled business model: A business model where revenue is increasingly independent of (i.e. decoupled from)
growth in the quantity of virgin material inputs used throughout the value chain (IRP 2019a).
¢ Energy measures: Emission reduction solutions in energy production, e.g. renewable energy sources such as wind or
solar, or in direct energy consumption including electrification or fuel switching as well as energy efficiency measures such as
more efficient motors or housing insulation.
¢ Material cycle emissions: Emissions associated with producing and processing materials, including credit for replacing
primary materials when recycling at the end of life of a product, and for the storage of carbon in wood (IRP 2020).
¢ Life cycle emissions: The emissions associated with the entire life cycle of a product, including material production,
construction, operations and disposal. Includes credit for replacing primary materials when recycling at the end-of-life of a
product, and for the storage of carbon in wood. also labelled as ‘systems-wide’ emissions. Here, they refer to the system-wide
emissions associated with the production, operation, and disposal of the entire modelled product stock (IRP 2020).
¢ Resource efficiency: Efficient use of resources including materials, water, energy, biodiversity, land and, in the context of
climate change, financial resources (IRP 2020).
¢ Material efficiency: The pursuit of technical strategies, business models, consumer preferences and policy instruments
that would lead to a substantial reduction in the production of high-volume, energy-intensive materials required to deliver
human well-being; expressed as a ratio of the amount of product or service obtained by unit of material use (IRP 2020).
¢ Material efficiency strategy: A unique approach to improve material efficiency across the system.
¢ Rebound effect: When improved efficiency affects demand and leads to an overall increase in consumption relative to a
baseline and the benefits of efficiency are partially or fully negated through behavioural or systemic responses (IRP 2020,
Chapter 3.5.4).
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I. The climate benefits
of material efficiency
lobal material

roduction is res onsible for about

er cent of global emissions today and rising fast
Using clean energy in these processes is relatively

he world has roughly

years to bring net greenhouse

gas emissions to zero, and the curve of current
trends must bend fast (United Nations Environment
rogramme

e are therefore entering the

make-or-break decade to make fundamental changes
in how we live, move and do business.

dif cult

dding solutions for reducing material

consum tion is crucial R
Material ef ciency strategies reduce the need for
materials (metals, cement and other non-metallic
minerals, plastics, rubber and wood) in the provision
of goods that provide the same or higher performance

Strong climate action is increasingly important

for customers and society. In residential buildings

for businesses to keep their customers and meet

and passenger vehicles these strategies include

increasing regulation to decarbonise. It is also

the ef cient use and reuse of materials as well as

becoming crucial for investors as central banks

their more ef cient o eration

have begun considering climate change as a risk to

ef ciency strategies not only reduce the need for

nancial stability Co

ola et al.

Shri anth

ownsend

n addition material

emissions-intensive new materials but can also reduce
energy use for fuel and heating or cooling.

Debates about emission reductions in industry have

he R

Resource Ef ciency and Climate Change

mostly focused on using cleaner energy from wind or

RECC model shows that effecti e climate action

solar technology and on romoting energy ef ciency

must combine clean energy strategies with material

usually meaning the ef cient use of fuel or electricity

ef ciency strategies R

by industrial rocesses or the end users

se en material ef ciency strategies for climate action

hile these

energy measures are indispensable, they are not
enough on their own to reach the goal set by the Paris
agreement to keep the global temperature increase
below

oC R

R

c

o

summari es the
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Box 2. Seven material efficiency strategies for climate action

Material su stitution
sing less material y design
Designing lighter and smaller
products that deliver the
same service, reduces the
amount of materials
incorporated in the product
and often the energy required
to operate the product as well.
In this report, we address both
the construction of lighter
structures (less steel and
concrete in the bearing
structure of multifamily
buildings) and the downsizing
of vehicles, i.e., the shift from
large vehicles (light trucks,
sports utility vehicles) to
smaller ones (passenger cars,
minicars).

Source: IRP RECC 2020

Replacing cement and steel
with wood in buildings and
steel with aluminium in cars
can reduce life cycle
emissions. The mechanisms
of emission reductions vary.
While wooden structures
require less carbon in the
construction and even store
carbon, aluminium in cars
causes an increase in
material-related emissions
but reduces operational
energy use, resulting in a
reduction of life cycle
emissions.

a rication yield
improvements
Reducing material
scrap used in the
fabrication and
manufacturing
process can decrease
the demand for
material input. For
example, reduction of
trimmings or amount
of machining needed
in car manufacturing.

More intensive use
It implies that less
product is required to
provide the same service.
In the case of vehicles,
ride sharing (car-pooling)
and car sharing imply
that fewer vehicles are
used more intensively to
provide transport
services to a given
population. For buildings,
both higher utilization
rates, e.g., through
shared housing, smaller,
more efficiently designed
residential units, and
increased household
size/cohabitation can
achieve a reduction of
building space required.

Enhanced end-of-life
recovery and recycling of
materials

This increases the amount
or quality of secondary
materials available, which
can reduce the amount of
primary materials used to
produce the same or
another product. More of
the materials in homes
and cars can be recycled
but it may require more
dismantling/deconstructio
n to avoid contamination
of the different material
flows.

Recovery,
remanufacturing,
and reuse of
components
Replacing
production of
spare parts or
even primary
products. For
example, I-beams
of buildings can be
reused.

Product lifetime
extension
Through better
design, increasing
repair, and enhancing
secondary markets.
For example, the
lifetime of buildings
can be enhanced
through flexible
design which makes
it easier to modify
interior walls, thus
accommodating
changing use
patterns.
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construction and manufacturing each

accounted for

er cent of global material-cycle

greenhouse gas

Box 3. A note on the IRP RECC model

emissions which are the

The IRP RECC model compares two future scenarios for the

emissions from the extraction and processing of

2016–2050 period. The reference scenario without material

materials, minus credits for recycling and carbon

efficiency strategies (middle bars in Figures 1 and 2) projects

storage. Residential buildings are responsible for

the development of emissions for homes and passenger cars

the largest share of construction-related emissions,

with implementation of energy measures only. The material

and cars for the largest share of emissions related

efficiency scenario (right bars) projects how emissions

to manufacturing Material ef ciency strategies ha e

will develop if energy measures and all material efficiency

signi cant otential to contribute to the reduction of

strategies are implemented. The additional reductions

emissions in the housing and mobility sectors

through material efficiency strategies are significant, albeit

R

not enough to stay within the 1.5ºC limit, which calls for

he R RECC model shows that the material ef ciency
strategies in o

could reduce

emissions from

the material cycle of old and new residential buildings
in the

by at least

er cent n China the otential

reduction is similar, and in India a bit smaller while still
o er

er cent For assenger cars these strategies

could reduce material cycle emissions by
er cent in
and

-

countries and

-

er cent in ndia Figure

orange areas

-

net zero global emissions by 2050. Hence, both energy
measures and material efficiency strategies must be
implemented even more widely and deeply than what the
IRP RECC model suggests. For complete descriptions of the
assumptions and the model, please refer to the full report at
www.resourcepanel.org/reports/resource-efficiency-andclimate-change.

er cent in China
and Figure

see

R

n addition material ef ciency strategies not only
reduce the volume of materials used and their related
emissions, but also help reduce ongoing energy use –
fuel used in cars and energy used for heating or cooling
in homes – particularly through the more intensive use
strategy R
he se en material ef ciency strategies together
could reduce annual life cycle emissions from homes
in

by

-

er cent in the

ndia by as much as

-

and in China and

er cent Figure

Credit: Zsolt Biczo/Shutterstock.com

Figure 1. Life cycle emissions from homes with and without material efficiency strategies in 2050 in G7 countries, China and India

XXGt

Source: IRP RECC 2020

Reductions in life cycle emissions from cars in
would be
and

-

-

er cent in

countries

er cent in ndia and China Figure

hese reductions are in addition to the
emission reductions that come from the
anticipated shift towards electric and fuel cell
vehicles and decarbonization of the electricity
mix. This document focuses on housing and
mobility, but similar strategies are likely to be
valid for other material-intensive sectors.
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Figure 2. Life cycle emissions from cars with and without material efficiency strategies in 2050 in G7 countries, China and India
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35%
40%

XXGt
450 Mt

Source: IRP RECC 2020

RIDE SHARING

Credit: Pavel Vinnik/Shutterstock.com

XXGt

B. The distinct potential of the more
intensive use strategy

shared. In addition, multiparty residences not only save
materials and heating, they also provide the possibility

countries

his strategy

reduces material cycle emissions—from raw materials
extraction and manufacturing—and emissions from
fuel use in cars and heating and cooling in homes.
In principle, the more intensive use strategy reduces
floor space per capita across the housing stock of a
country or reduces the number and size of cars while
ro iding a similar or better le el of ser ice
n-the-ground studies and e

o

big factors for emissions and can be detrimental to the
economic performance of a city.
Mo ing towards more intensi e use usually re uires
businesses to provide a different service and
consumers to live or move differently, and so requires
vision and incentives. Information technology can
enable or enhance the opportunities to move in this
direction, and businesses will need to innovate in close
interaction with consumers.

erimentation are

required to take advantage of this strategy in practice,
particularly in the housing sector where the stock is
slower to change.
Several approaches to more intensive use are, however,
already known or plausible, and provide a starting point
for innovation. New forms of car-sharing and ridepooling services are becoming increasingly popular
in cities More intensi e use in housing can mean
that people move into space-appropriate residences,
downsizing or upsizing with changing family size. Such
movements would open space for growing families
that need more room, precluding the need for new
buildings and hence saving materials, and would also
mean that less underused space would be needlessly
heated Multi arty residences housing for two or
more families), such as flats in apartment blocks, tend
to be much more s ace ef cient than single family
residences and more heating ef cient as walls are

Credit: Patipong Kantavong/Shutterstock.com
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f the se en material ef ciency strategies modelled by
the IRP, more intensive use has the highest potential
to reduce emissions in
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of reducing urban sprawl and commutes, which are
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hile more intensi e use is im ortant businesses

working with the existing building stock – suggests

should combine this strategy with other material

that developers and construction businesses should

ef ciency strategies such as material substitution or

ursue material ef ciency strategies that ma e

recycling, to realize the synergistic potential.

new construction more ef cient

The following sections summarize the mitigation
potential as modelled by the IRP.

fabrication yield improvements through modular
offsite fabrication.
n

er cent reduction in floor s ace in

countries

com ared to the reference scenario of

would

er cent reduction of the annual life

cycle emissions from homes in

his signi cant

saving is in addition to energy measures such as
improving low-carbon heating supply and insulation.
The model also tells us that cumulatively for the years
from

through

more intensi e use could

reduce emissions by about

er cent or more if

implemented faster. This reduction represents over
three quarters of the total reduction potential through
material ef ciency see ur le area in Figure

and

makes this strategy a priority for climate action for
business leaders in

countries

n China more intensi e use re resents roughly half of
the otential material ef ciency sa ings and in ndia
roughly one uarter Figure

sustainable timber) using less material by design –
leaner walls and beams, for example – and pursuing

1. The climate mitigation potential
of more intensive use and other
strategies in homes

result in about a

hese strategies

may include material substitution (for example with

ndia already has a ery

intensi e use of its limited floor s ace More intensi e
use does not mean a reduction from current levels,
but only that floor space would grow more modestly
than in the reference scenario. In developing countries,
the greater need for new buildings – as opposed to

countries with large e isting housing stoc s and

shrinking populations, reducing floor area through
more intensive use means demolishing some obsolete
buildings. This is where an opportunity to combine
strategies comes in. Businesses specializing in
enhanced end-of-life recovery and recycling and in
recovery, remanufacturing and reuse of components
will be needed to enhance more intensive use
strategies. These businesses can take care of
deconstructed material and components, and design
refurbishments and new buildings that use recovered
material. Businesses and developers should intensify
the use of energy-ef cient and modular refurbishments
or new buildings.

0

G7 Countries
-8.5 Gt
(-20%)

-2

China
-11.12 Gt
(-36%)

India
-5.83 Gt
(-36%)

Material efficiency
strategies for homes
•

Less material by design

•

Material substitution

•

More intensive use

•

Enhanced end-of-life recovery
and fabrication yield
improvements

•

Product lifetime extension
and reuse

-4

-6

-8

*The reduction potentials shown here are
for strategy cascades, i.e. implementing
one strategy after the other, therefore
having synergetic effects.

-10

-12

Note: These figures show cumulative reductions from 2016 through 2060 in comparison with the reference scenario, while figures 1 and 2 show
annual reductions in 2050. The relative importance per strategy is similar in annual or cumulative perspectives.
Source: Adapted from IRP RECC 2020

Credit: Jason Finn/Shutterstock.com
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GHG Emissions (Gt CO2 equ)

Figure 3. Potential GHG savings per material efficiency strategy for homes, cumulative 2016-2060
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2. The climate mitigation potential
of more intensive use and other
strategies in cars
n the

more intensi e use of cars could reduce annual

life cycle emissions in

by about

er cent and

cumulati ely for

by about

er cent or

-

The modelling makes conservative assumptions
about the level of sharing. The technical possibility and
market importance are much higher. Business leaders
should therefore aim for a faster and more ambitious
intensi cation use rate er ehicle
In populated areas, buses and railways could achieve

more with faster implementation (car-sharing and ride-

higher energy and material ef ciencies than

sharing see light and dar

cars, even if the cars are shared. Business leaders

ur le areas in Figure

ri ate

More intensi e use re resents about two thirds of the

must, therefore, plan shared cars as complementary,

total reductions ossible through material ef ciency a

and likely best in cooperation, with mass transit

clear priority for action.
his

ro iders within a strategic densi cation scheme1.

er cent reduction could be achie ed if
er cent of all tri s were conducted as shared

rides and

-

er cent of cars in the fleet were

shared ehicles by
roduce

Car-sharing and ride-sharing

ositi e ef ciency effects because they

increase the number of people using a car at the same
time or over a period of time. Individual ‘taxi-type’ ridehailing services do not currently show a net positive
ef ciency effect gi en low occu ancy and em ty tri s
to the pickup point.
n China and ndia life cycle emissions from car fleets
are

ro ected to rise from today s le els e en with

ambitious energy and material ef ciency measures
Material ef ciency howe er along with electri cation
can reduce the emission growth rate More intensi e
use plays the largest role in achieving this. Business
leaders should promote shared mobility models,
which can also signi cantly contribute to better traf c

Credit: Sebastien DURAND/Shutterstock.com

functioning and reduced air pollution, especially when
complementing public transport.

1-

According to the IRP, strategic densification is “the process of intensifying the number of
jobs/people/amenities located within a network of primary and secondary high-density
nodes that are well-connected by efficient and affordable mass transit systems (bus, rail,
nonmotorized)”. See IRP (2018).

0

G7 Countries
-11.9 Gt
(-24%)

-2

-4

China
-9.82 Gt
(-26%)

India
-8.45 Gt
(-27%)

Material efficiency
strategies for cars
•

Smaller, trip-appropriate
vehicles

•

Material substitution

•

Car-sharing

•

Ride-sharing

•

Enhanced end-of-life recovery
and fabrication yield
improvements

•

Product lifetime extension
and reuse

-6

-8

-10

*The reduction potentials shown here are
for strategy cascades, i.e. implementing
one strategy after the other, therefore
having synergetic effects.

-12

Note: These figures show cumulative reductions from 2016 through 2060 in comparison with the reference scenario, while figures 1 and 2 show
annual reductions in 2050. The relative importance per strategy is similar in annual or cumulative perspectives.
Source: Adapted from IRP RECC 2020

Credit: metamorworks/Shutterstock.com
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GHG Emissions (Gt CO2 equ)

Figure 4. Potential GHG savings per material efficiency strategy for cars, cumulative 2016-2060
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Box 4. Authors’ perspective on COVID-19
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, risk assessments and design must be refined when it comes to denser residential
housing and shared mobility.
More intensive use in housing does not mean cramped housing or further density in already overly dense residential areas.
Implementing this strategy eliminates underutilized spaces or puts it to better use and creates more efficient and more flexible
housing structures. In principle these measures would enable higher quality housing for more people and provide opportunities
for community interactions in a well-organized – and safe – manner. If necessary, isolation at home should be possible and even
easier, given the higher quality of well-designed and well-maintained, possibly serviced, housing structures. Essential services
could be better accessed in more compact neighbourhood set-ups, ideally designed with a well-balanced mix of residential, public
and commercial spaces.
For shared vehicles, considerations are potentially more complex given the size of vehicles – and measures to design pandemic-proof
shared mobility systems warrants further discussion. Mobility has gone down in all forms during the lockdowns, and customers have
been cautious of shared mobility (McKinsey & Company 2020b). Most shared cars or even pooling services, however, are flexible
enough to be used individually and can provide alternatives to mass transit options for key workers without obliging people to buy
their own car in times of crisis. Some mobility providers have even offered discounts for key workers during the peak of the pandemic
in 2020 (CoMoUK 2020). Early observations suggest that with sanitary safety measures in place, shared mobility will likely see a
renewed demand from customers soon (McKinsey & Company 2020b). Businesses would do well to look beyond car mobility though,
as bicycle and scooter services seem to be in high demand (McKinsey & Company 2020a). Integrated mobility planning tools, and the
businesses providing related solutions, are likely to become more important. Flexible mobility systems and booking platforms that
respond to social distancing requirements will likely become important in the longer term (WEF 2020).

Credit: Mila Supinskaya Glashchenko/Shutterstock.com

There are many opportunities to improve material
ef ciency o er the life cycle of homes and cars
business model focused on one-off sales of products
will not often capture these gains. A business model
making revenue from the performance of a product or
service over a longer period will. Thus, many businesses
need to change to a service-based model that charges
for the long-term functionality of homes and cars

C. Policy action for
material-efficient businesses

23

Much of the re uired shift in business models needs
favourable policy conditions, particularly to achieve
a transition at scale

he e tensi e R

RECC

re iew identi es a ga of material ef ciency
in the

olicy
olicies

Current olicy and mar et conditions are not

incenti i ing the u ta e of material ef ciency strategies
and in some cases even actively disincentivizing them.

rather than the sale of the product, incentivizing the

In some North American cities, regulations limit

minimization of resource use for the duration of the

construction permits to single-family houses preventing

ser ice an a

the construction of ef cient modern multi arty

models

R

roach dubbed decou ling business
a

residences Few building codes

romote the use of

lightweight structures, material substitution, modular
building components, deconstruction or recycling.
In the vehicle sector, some policies encourage carsharing to reduce congestion and material recycling to
reduce waste, both of which provide useful experience
for further policy development. But few policies
target more intensive use systematically as a climate
mitigation measure or focus on reducing the absolute
material cycle emissions in car design.
orse yet olicy measures such as subsidies for irgin
resource extraction are skewing the market against
ef ciency arti cially lowering the

rice of

irgin

materials and limiting the value of potential material
sa ings

erall the R RECC olicy re iew suggests

the need for a life cycle approach to policy design
and monitoring. It is tempting to focus on material
ef ciency olicies only at end of life but the climate
change bene ts are most li ely to be harnessed
effectively if policies are developed and evaluated
Credit: rodho/Shutterstock.com

using a life cycle approach.
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3. Fundamental transformation of the
business model

Increased intensity of use shifts the focus of policy
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from choice and use of materials to lifestyle choices.

Figure 5. Cross-cutting policies to improve material efficiency
and integration with climate policies

Policy instruments such as taxation, zoning and
land-use regulation play a role, but so do consumer
references and beha iour Cross-cutting

olicies

could ha e signi cant im acts on material ef ciency
Such policies include building codes and standards

.

green public procurement, recycled content mandates,
virgin material taxation and removal of virgin resource

.

subsidies.
Fiscal olicy instruments are im ortant in minimi ing

.

Government use of
building certification
systems

Green public
procurement

Cross-cutting
policies for
material
eﬃciency

Recycled content
mandates

.

the rebound effects of monetary savings leading to
an increase in consumption. Policy instruments that

.

Virgin material
taxation

Removal of virgin
resource subsidies

directly or indirectly raise the cost of production or
consumption such as taxes or cap-and-trade systems
can reduce rebound effects

hile olitically challenging

Source: IRP RECC 2020 Summary for Policymakers

the reduction of subsidies for virgin resources is likely
increased material ef ciency

Business experimentation, evaluation and regular

and go ernment re enues Moreo er material ef ciency

exchange with policymakers will be key elements

measures could be integrated into national planning,

in informing

including in the

avoids rebound effects and can be implemented at

to ro ide dual bene ts

of the

aris

ationally

greement

etermined Contributions
Cs Figure

summari es

im ortant o erarching olicy instruments identi ed by
the R

re ort

olicy design that increases ef ciency

scale by innovative companies.
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Credit: ESstock/Shutterstock.com

II. Ideas from business for business:
Commercial opportunities for
material efficiency
RECC model shows that material ef ciency

ideas for possible business opportunities, not provide

strategies bring a range of untapped climate change

e idence For e idence-based results

mitigation opportunities to the housing and mobility

the R RECC

lease refer to

re ort

sectors. These strategies can also help businesses
create a business model that is less dependent on
resource use. Businesses are experiencing a new set
of mar et conditions: rising consumer demand for new
convenient mobility and housing, volatile and rising
material prices, new opportunities of digitalization
for smart design and material tracking, and emerging
threats from climate change. In this context, material
ef ciency strategies can hel sha e durable business
success, where more intensive use of buildings and

A. Business opportunities
for material-efficient housing
This section outlines business approaches and
o

ortunities for material ef ciency in housing More

intensi e use is the riority strategy in

countries

which should be complemented by the additional
bene t of other strategies

vehicles becomes central.
In many cases, deep business model innovation will be
needed to realize the potential mitigation and economic
bene ts of material ef ciency

his cha ter resents

1. Increase productivity
of existing stock2
As

populations

decline

ideas from business organizations with reference to

new building stoc

the relevant chapter of the main report.

countries

he e am les in

o es

to

illustrate cases of

notable innovation. These cases are intended to inspire
rather than provide evidence or show a comprehensive
icture of the im lementation of all material ef ciency
strategies Similarly references to current ournalistic
sources or advisory reports are meant to illustrate

have

while

grows

large

housing

stocks with underused space.
ne

riority is therefore to use

e isting buildings more ef ciently in order to increase
economic productivity of the existing stock and
signi cantly reduce
2-

emissions

Based on IRP RECC 2020, Chapters 2.3 and 3.3.3

ne way to use
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these buildings more ef ciently is by re ur osing
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lying the roduct lifetime e tension strategy

under used commercial and residential space, an

through re ur osing old buildings in

effort that can combine more intensi e use reco ery

reduces emissions only if paired with refurbishment to

remanufacturing and reuse of com onents as well as

im ro e insulation and heating ef ciency

product lifetime extension.

More business creati ity

and

countries

olicy coo eration

Developers, property managers and refurbishing

– is needed to make a business case for increasing

businesses in high-demand housing markets such

the utilization of under used investment properties,

as

second homes or housing stoc inef ciently reser ed

ew

or or London can re ur ose under used

buildings for higher utilization, such as turning former
warehouses into residential s ace Sa ills

for short-term occupancies.

ews

Box 5. Retrofitting for more intensive use and energy efficiency
3XN Architects – Quay Quarter Tower, Australia
The Quay Quarter Tower in Sydney, designed by 3XN Architects, Arup, and BVN, used materials from an existing structure on the
site to make significant economic and environmental savings. According to 3XN reports, 65 per cent of columns, beams and slabs,
as well as 95 per cent of structural walls were reused in the redesign of the building. In total, 50 per cent of the resources for the
new tower were directly reused from the old one. 3XN reports that by reusing materials, they averted a total of 7,505 tonnes of CO2
in emissions, equivalent to 2,500 one-way flights from Sydney to Copenhagen (3XN 2019).
Source: 3XN website 2019. https://gxn.3xn.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2019/01/Building-a-Circular-Future-3-3.pdf

hile the o timi ation of e isting housing stoc in high-

student group or any other group were to move into

demand cities is an intuitively appealing option, these

such a house, this would greatly increase utilization.

places already have high utilization rates on average,

Another important question is how to make it socially

and the potential to increase it might be limited. But

and economically attractive for more people to move

declining

into available homes in currently less attractive areas.

o ulations in cities or rural regions in

countries have underutilized residential space (Der
eutschlandatlas n d

o ernment

and in

These areas could attract residents by promoting the
de elo ment of ef cient mobility ser ices ef cient

these laces the intensi cation of use has high otential

residences and cultural and business infrastructure.

n a city where many young eo le ha e left to nd wor

The business opportunity arises when revitalization

elsewhere, for example, many larger family houses

creates new markets that can stir investor interest

might be occupied by only one or two people. If a family,

and promote a general increase in local buying

orld an

ith the right olicies and

public infrastructure investments, regeneration with
an integrated approach can create new activity for
many businesses

re de elo ers refurbishment and

reno ation rms new ty es of ro erty management
businesses and local cultural gastronomical and
mobility ser ices Floride and McLean

smarter living spaces, with better access to culture

29

and health ser ices stand to bene t
In countries with growing urbanization, such as in
ndia or

arts of China the goal is to design smart

flexible cities that provide quality of life from the outset
and long-term high utilization. The IRP report, The
Weight of Cities, provides important insights into the

The likely growing consumer demand for smaller,

energy- and material-ef cient design of urban li ing

re itali ed urban centres in

in strategic high-density nodes R

countries usti es

such in estments Many urban citi ens are struggling

R

Cha ter

with high rents, long commutes, poor air quality and
lack of community, and seem to be looking to move
to smaller towns n

as many as

er cent of

Americans living in big cities said they preferred to live
in rural areas small towns or suburbs ngraham
ot in

Similar trends can be seen in France

as uale

and

ermany

lug and

ni

i

erts

ell-designed re itali ed urban centres are
likely to be attractive for this demographic, particularly
if increasing home of ce use facilitates more fle ible
choice of location Many re itali ation efforts ha e
failed in the past, and naturally the appropriate location
and a

roaches must suit the s eci c conte t

2. Meet new demand and
save costs in new
construction
Increasing the productivity
of

the

existing

building

stock will alleviate, but not
eliminate, the demand for new buildings. Developers,
builders and property managers will have opportunities
to satisfy unmet demand for middle-income housing in
mar ets

lic

with s ace-ef cient buildings

in attractive structures that employ the more intensive
use strategy. High-quality but smaller residences

Integrated urban revitalization must be led by city

in multi-unit buildings can meet that demand more

planners and should be supported by state or national

quickly and in more convenient locations than single-

policies, but business can be an important driving

family homes.

force and artner in such ro ects and is arguably a
crucial element in their success Floride and McLean
orld an

hile the trend to ery small flats in high-demand
cities must be critically discussed

arhat

building good- uality s ace-ef cient alternati es to

Shifting demographics and urbanization are likely

inef cient large single family homes ma es sense from

to create high demand for intensi cation through

an environmental, social and economic perspective.

revitalization, and businesses that design and provide

To strengthen their advantage, smart residences can
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ower

offer attracti e and resource-ef cient ser ices beyond

By cutting construction time in half, modular and

30

housing – easy access to transport, services and

prefabricated techniques reduce costs by about
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In emerging cities in countries with growing populations,

Designing for lower production waste, higher utilization

the design of compact and integrated urban nodes can

over the life cycle and better recovery at end-of-life

and must be pursued even more comprehensively. This

should soon become easier. New tools are emerging to

effort is likely to require close cooperation between

benchmark the environmental impact of components

developers and city planners, and could constitute

o er their entire life cycle or to

an entirely new business model that produces highly

passport” that tracks all materials in order to enable

attracti e results for consumers R

better reuse

New construction can save material and costs by using

Many lanners and homeowners still belie e modular

modular and prefabricated components and flexible

buildings are of poor quality and unattractive but the

design, an approach that may entail several enabling

image of prefabricated housing is largely a hangover

strategies: less material by design fabrication yield

from the

im ro ements enhanced end-of-life reco ery and

modular buildings and the housing services they

recycling of materials and reco ery remanufacturing

support can be highly attractive, well designed and

and reuse of components.

follow sustainable principles. They need equally

green spaces.

er cent Mc insey

Modular building with off-site refabrication reduces
construction waste, facilitates the use of recycled
materials and encourages lean designs

Com any et al.

ro ide a material

einrich and Lang

s building boom

errard

oday s

attractive marketing strategies supported by public
information.

Modular

These strategies focused on new buildings present an

design can produce more flexible floor plans and

even greater business case in countries with growing

enable ef cient deconstruction at the end of building

urbanization and the need to expand housing stock.

life for easier recovery and reuse of components.

Box 6. Modular building
The Broad Group, China
The Broad Group, specializing in modular construction in China, has increased production and improved logistics and installation
efficiencies by using modular construction techniques. The company reports building more than 30 factory-made sustainable
buildings and a 57-storey building on one site in just 19 days. According to the Broad Group, their designs result in less wasted
materials and to reduce total construction costs by 40 per cent compared to traditional construction methods (EMF 2018).
Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2018. The Circular Economy Opportunity for Urban and Industrial Innovation in China. https://
www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications/chinareport

Box 7. Public-private cooperation for more
intensive use and recycled materials

rise buildings. Interest in advanced timber framing
construction more generally, is gaining more traction

Clarion Housing Group – Merton Regeneration Project,

because of its climate bene ts but also

United Kingdom

because of its cost sa ings Modern timber techni ues

Clarion Housing is spearheading a £1 billion housing project
to provide 3,000 new homes in West London, along with

otentially

can enhance productivity in construction by using
prefabricated wooden building components.

9,000 m2 of retail, leisure, office, work and community

Planning tools like building information modelling

space. According to the London Waste and Recycling Board,

(a virtual process that accurately models a building

the goal of the project is to set new standards in applying

ro ect in a three-dimensional en ironment through

circular economy principles. It is working with a start-up

collaboration with architects, engineers, contractors,

company, LOOP Ventures, to optimize its use of materials. It

suppliers and other stakeholders) can further reduce

aims to repurpose or reuse fittings and materials from 1,260

material costs and waste.

local homes that are being demolished (London Waste and
Recycling Board 2018).
Source: London Waste and Recycling Board website 2018.
https://circularlondon.org/clarion-circular-housing/
The use of aesthetically pleasing, and sustainable
materials and designs, increases the distinctiveness
of buildings and their attractiveness to customers.
This approach may employ material substitution (for
e am le timber use using less material by design and
recovery, remanufacturing, and reuse of components.
Sustainably

har ested

timber

offers

signi cant

climate and other bene ts in construction

imber

use can reduce expected building life cycle emissions
in

countries through

by about

by about

er cent in China and by about

er cent
er in

India compared to current building materials such as
concrete. Thanks to new technologies such as crosslaminated timber, wood can now be used in high-

Credit: GVOJTa Herout/Shutterstock.com
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(instead of concrete or metal structures), and wood
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3. Promote and meet
the demand for new
living services3
ll

material

facilities, security, shared mobility, entertainment
and community services. Such service models would
bene t from sa ing materials o er the whole life
cycle of buildings with the help of strategies such as

ef ciency

extension of lifetime through insulation, renovation

strategies can contribute to
the

construction

and re air ser ices Maintenance and com onent

sector’s

recovery could occur at a larger scale, at lower cost

ability to meet and create
demand

for

convenient

and

connected

living

experiences while saving material and energy costs.
o ro ide a li ing e

erience that goes beyond ust

housing, innovative business models could offer
clients building maintenance, energy savings, more
convenience, access to green spaces, healthcare

and in faster learning cycles. The possibilities of digital
evaluation of utilization and maintenance needs, and
possibilities for communication with residents can
facilitate such models.
Such concepts can be pursued by high-end property
managers

as

well

as

by

more

self-organized

coo erati e housing Ste ens- ood

Box 8. More intensive use in housing
Vancouver cohousing complex, Canada
In this modern cohousing complex, most residents own their homes and each unit has its own kitchen, living room, washroom
and bedroom or bedrooms. But residents also share large common areas and are responsible for shared duties such as cooking
communal meals and handling recycling. The organization reports that the Vancouver Cohousing members have the benefits of
amenities common to a traditional home while reducing the size of their private dwelling. Residents hold monthly meetings in
which decisions are made by consensus (Vancouver Cohousing 2019).3
Source: Vancouver Housing website 2019. https://www.vancouvercohousing.com/

3-

Based on IRP RECC 2020, Chapter 3.3.3

Taisugar Circular Village, Republic of China
The Taisugar Circular Village in Tainan is trialling a new circular economy housing model. The Taiwan Circular Economy Network
reports that it reuses components from the existing housing stock for further urban development. Where possible, it reuses
outputs from community utilities as well. Examples of reused utility outputs include stormwater circulation, a village heat-pump
system, and shared solar power installations. Salvaged hardwood from rundown homes is used to build new houses and old rail
tracks are recycled as fence posts. The project currently plans to create more than 300 high-quality environmental residential
homes, according to the network (Taiwan Circular Economy Network 2017).
Source: Taiwan Circular Economy Network 2017. Publication Towards a Circular Taiwan: 66 Circular Stories.

Credit: Taiwan Sugar Corporation and Bio-Architecture Formosana
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Box 9. More intensive use, recovery and reuse and a combination of services
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B. Business opportunities for
material-efficient mobility

and low utilization rates. The typical European car is
ar ed
only

er cent of the time and carries on a erage
eo le er tri

EMF

i en the strong demand for con enient sharing
Effective climate action and orientation to new

services, potential material savings of more intensive

customer demands is a particularly urgent need in

use and faster electri cation the business ambition for

the automoti e industry

intensi cation can be e en higher and the commercial

iess noted in

anuary

ol swagen s CE

erbert

that large traditional

car manufacturers may become obsolete unless they
make a radical digital shift consistent with climate
olicy goals

fh

e

he CE

of

osch the

world’s largest car components company, recently
noted that the sector could have passed the peak of
automotive production and that future success will lie in
connected electric mobility systems

ttwood

ortunities for material ef ciency in cars More

intensive use is the priority strategy, which should be
complemented by and, in many cases may facilitate,
the additional bene t of other material ef ciency
strategies. To do so quickly enough and reap the
bene ts the car mobility sector will need to rein ent
concepts of ownership and value chains.

1. Meet consumer demand for more
convenient, affordable, and flexible
mobility4
wning a car is already not cost effecti e for most
ehicle owners in cities
and
4-

un el

he Economist

gler

gi en high maintenance costs

Based on IRP RECC 2020, Chapters 2.4.4, 3.4.2 and 3.4.4

Car-sharing and ride- ooling ser ices are growing fast
(including individual hailing which does not currently
lead to ef ciency gains

ro ing its e ident a

eal

to consumers across the world Mc insey Centre for
Future Mobility

For the moment indi idual car

ownershi remains high

et it is li ely to become a lot

less convenient and less cost-competitive relative to

This section outlines business approaches and
o

potential can become more apparent.

Com any

ar ing s ace is becoming scarce

and the complexity and costs of car maintenance are
growing Mc insey

Com any

Meanwhile

a growing number of businesses are working to
increase the convenience and cost of pooled rides
and car-sharing services through better digital hailing
systems and autonomous driving technology, which
is e

ected to become a game changer Mc insey

Com any
Shared

mobility

services

have

great

potential

globally. The shared mobility market already exceeds
S
mar ets

billion in

alue across the three largest

China Euro e and the nited States

and

the mar ets are growing Mc insey Centre for Future
Mobility

reco ery
n the C

EF and lobal attery lliance
-

conte t all mobility

ortunity for mobility ser ice ro iders

but also for those manufacturers that provide the most
suitable fuel-ef cient durable and easy-to-maintain
cars. The opportunity for businesses providing digital
pooling or hailing platforms or other digital services to
enhance the trip experience is large.
he rising demand for electri cation in
the Euro ean nion

ibbs

countries in

will ma e aiming for

higher utili ation models e en more bene cial because
higher utilization can lead to faster modernization
cycles and shorten the aybac

eriod for electri cation

in estments Furthermore mobility ser ice ro iders

for different modes of transport remains to be seen,
but many market observers see an important role for
multi-modal fle ible solutions see o

Box 10. Innovation in advanced ride pooling
Uber Pool, global
In 2014 the ride-hailing provider Uber launched Uber Pool to
enable riders to save costs by sharing their trip with others
heading in the same direction. As with individual ride-hailing
services, customers request a ride to a destination of their

can maximize the value captured per battery, a product
potentially limited in availability by rare materials. They

to other people with overlapping journeys. According
to Uber, the ride may take small detours and will stop a
maximum of three times to pick up or drop off other riders.
Business Insider reported that Uber is working on optimizing
the service and guaranteeing an arrival time. According to
Uber, by 2016, 20 per cent of all their rides around the world
used Pool, including 30 million trips each week in China
alone. While no data are available on the success of the push
to improve pooling services, it shows a type of innovation
that needs to be explored further (Heath 2016).
Source: Business Insider online 2016. https://www.
businessinsider.com/uberpool-ride-sharing-could-be-thefuture-of-uber-2016-6?r=US&IR=T
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ro iders ha e

seen a downturn in demand. The long-term recovery

choice on the app, which automatically matches the request

The booming demand for mobility services is not only
a signi cant o

can also optimize the management of battery life and
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the alternati es o er the ne t few decades Mc insey
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Box 11. Innovation in diverse car-sharing services and automation
Canoo, USA
The startup Canoo aims to launch a new type of vehicle in 2021 that, it claims, combines the interior space of a large SUV with the
carbon footprint of a compact car. According to the company, the vehicles will be human-controlled at first but can be adapted to
autonomous driving technology in the future. Canoo also plans to make a vehicle suited for delivery. Canoo vehicles will be fully
electric and Canoo’s services will be sold through memberships (O’Kane 2019).
Source: The Verge online 2019. https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/25/18279906/new-ev-startup-canoo-will-only-sell-cars-on-asubscription-basis

Credit: Tero Vesalainen/Shutterstock.com

2. Capture more value per vehicle5

tility rms may nd ad antages in coo erating with
storage

EF and

lobal

attery

lliance

hile ri ate ehicles could also be used this way the
centrally managed and smartly connected vehicles of
mobility service providers are likely to facilitate vehicleto-grid energy transfer.
he

car sector currently does not ma imi e the

alue of materials o er the life cycle of cars
R RECC shows that at least a

he

er cent e tension

of useful life is possible through better repair, with a
corresponding reduction in material cycle emissions of
-

er cent by

Reuse or remanufacturing of components would
reduce emissions by a similar amount. Improvements
in end-of-life material recovery for recycling could
reduce material cycle emissions by about
er cent

-

hese im ro ements would re uire an

increase from today’s recovery rates of steel from
er cent to
to
ne way to increase more intensi e ehicle use is by

ortunity

in ride-pooling is offering customers additional services
such as entertainment, information or shopping offers
through interactive panels in the vehicles or via the
ride-hailing a

lon

er cent for co

Closed-loo

Based on IRP RECC 2020, Chapters 2.4.4 and 3.4.4

er cent

er

recycling could increase the

alue

secondary steel obtained from car recycling is
contaminated with copper, thereby limiting the value
of the scra and otentially limiting its use

nly about

er cent of the steel reco ered from cars goes
back into car production, with most of the recovered
steel used in construction at a much lower value.
Maintaining the original

5-

and from

of recycled materials. Using current technology,

expanding the concept of the vehicle.
For digital ser ice ro iders an im ortant o

er cent in

uality of the reco ered

metals allows them to be reused in cars or other high-
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mobility services to use electric vehicles for energy
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value applications. This closed-loop recycling largely

connecting and collaborating with other actors in the

depends on better design and processes for recovery

value chain, particularly fleet managers. This approach

of metals.

could incentivize and facilitate the design of cars for

hese strategies in

rinci le would signi cantly

reduce the material cost per kilometre driven. However,
the fragmented nature of the vehicle value chain makes
it dif cult to im lement them

he R

RECC

olicy

repair and recovery, as well as employ the upskilled
workforce required to execute the mechanical work
along the life cycle.
The

opportunity

and

competitive

pressure

for

re iew found high recycling rates in laces li e a an

businesses to pursue cooperation to capture more

where producer collaboration is incentivized through

value from materials seems to be on the rise with

extended producer responsibility policies.

two fast-emerging trends. Businesses that offer

Progressive organizations such as those in the
Circular Cars nitiati e suggest that businesses can
roacti ely de elo

roducer collaboration to bene t

from material savings across the vehicle life cycle.
Innovation can start immediately but will need clear
olicy su

ort to scale u

CC

EF

riginal manufacturers could ee

Scott
a higher le el of

mobility as a service have incentives to maintain and
remanufacture because their large fleets have high
utilization that requires streamlined maintenance at
scale and their digital capabilities enable them to track
vehicles to their end of life. In addition, advancements
in digital technology will allow for easier tracking of
materials, increasingly automated disassembly, and
distributed component repair.

control over the vehicles’ life cycle, for example by

Box 12. Innovation in remanufacturing and recycling
Renault, France
Renault says it focuses on using secondary materials in its cars, and on producing easy-to-repair car designs. In 2017, Renault
reported that it was already generating €0.5 billion revenue per year from recycling and remanufacturing operations (Renault 2017).
Source: https://en.media.groupe.renault.com/actualites/circular-economy-partnership-deepens-between-groupe-renault-andthe-ellen-macarthur-foundation-92003-989c5.html

3. Stay relevant by meeting societal
expectations of better socioeconomic
performance6

Cha ter

Mobility systems based on indi idual car use ha e

Mobility

signi cant downsides for urban

integrated multi-modal services that are particularly

losses around the world. The city of London, for
example, estimates the annual cost of congestion will
billion by

if current trends continue

rans ort for London and Mayor of London
ir ollution in cities

er cent er cent of which

is caused by car use is a ma or factor in remature
deaths

rans ort for London and Mayor of London
he way urban en ironments in

countries are currently designed to accommodate
cars

is

dramatically

s ace

inef cient

bout

er cent of Euro ean inner-city land is de oted to
roads and parking, but, even at rush hour, cars use only
er cent of urban roads n rlando and Los ngeles
parking lots are estimated to cover at least one-third of
the land area EMF
in the to
ash

Se eral ndian cities feature

list of most regular traf c congestion
E

osed roads also increase the heat-

island effect, which makes urban regions warmer than
surrounding rural areas

en- ose h

Some cities are taking action to limit urban private
car use and its conse uences
California and

San Francisco

ancou er designated street

ar ing

spaces for free-floating car-sharing programmes in
effect reducing s ace for ri ate car use R
6-

aris and slo are loo ing to reduce ar ing and road
s ace

Sulli an

i nen

ro iders ha e an im ortant role to

lay in

important to overall urban mobility performance.

Currently congestion is causing huge economic

be a

elsin i

Based on IRP RECC 2020, Chapters 2.5.3 and 3.7.4

Ride-pooling services can cooperate with public
transport to offer complementary trips and innovate
to reach more peripheral areas not covered by public
or shared transport services. In proactively pursuing
such cooperation and offering integration, innovative
businesses could have a systemic effect and create
consumer awareness and demand for such integrated
services – expanding not only their own role but
also potentially the role of integrated models with
public transport providers. This possibility does not
seem unrealistic – in the case of shared bicycle and
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roducti ity and

societal health.

and Euro ean cities such as

scooter services, innovative
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business has shaped new
consumer beha iour

ao

Another important lever is
data sharing. The collection
and

evaluation

of

and

occupancy

data

trip
in

cooperation with cities or
other public transportation
planning

bodies

could

improve travel options, and
make public and private
shared transportation more
cost

ef cient

material-

ef cient and demand dri en
hence more economically
and socially bene cial
The role of flexible transport
services

and

integrated

multi-modal platforms has
seen new risks but also more
importance in the context
of the C

-

andemic

Implications for the design
and operation of shared
transport

must

naturally

be further discussed by
businesses,

policymakers

and users as the importance
of flexible mobility services
is likely to grow.

Credit: metamorworks/Shutterstock.com

C. Next steps for business leaders
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1. Anchor business vision in material efficiency and climate science
Some businesses have already begun to integrate emission reductions in their
business vision and strategy. Businesses in the housing and mobility sector,
and material-intensive sectors more generally, need to integrate mid- and longterm climate and resource risk assessments into their business strategies.
Beyond risks, the business vision should include how a decoupled business
model would loo and how material ef ciency strategies can lay a ma or
role.

2. Invest in innovative pilots
Material ef ciency strategies are
essential for modern businesses.
The trend towards business models
providing

functionality

instead

of

product sales will increase resilience in a
world of climate change and rising or more olatile resource rices

f

course, many of these changes require fundamentally new thinking to
o ercome signi cant com le ity his challenge should not slow business
action until the perfect models are found. It should rather encourage
businesses to test new a
create or oin

roaches in

ilot

ro ects or

otentially

re-com etiti e coalitions with other organi ations or

public innovation programmes, and to establish regular exchange with
consumers and citizens. Digital tools, such as smart phone applications
or interfaces in appliances, as well as personal communication will play a
role in evaluating changing consumer experiences.
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he following recommendations for im lementing material ef ciency strategies and the related business model
changes are based on stakeholder inputs.
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3. Demand and support policy development
he R re ort identi es a big ga in olicy su

orting material ef ciency strategies

ut only

Resource Efficiency and Climate Change: Material Efficiency Strategies for a Low-Carbon Future

with the right olicies to set fair mar et conditions can businesses fully bene t
from the resource savings, new service-oriented business models and new
regenerated urban mar ets Frontrunners in inno ati e business models
and technologies can secure an important competitive advantage from
better policies that take into account the real value of natural resources.
usiness leaders must use their oices to ad ocate for material ef ciency
policies and offer their expertise to inform the development of new
policies.
ne way for business leaders to do so is to use their weight in industry
associations to drive progressive positions on resource policies.
usiness can also oin or co-create

ur ose-s eci c coalitions such

as the Energy ransitions Commission or the
Circular Cars nitiati e CC

EF

ord Economic Forum s

E C

Business voices can provide important political space for leaders in
go ernments to dri e system-wide material ef ciency olicies at home and internationally which in turn can
ro ide a com etiti e ad antage to inno ati e rms
related olicyma ing is the

much-cited e am le of a strong business role in resource-

s ush by ma or chemical com anies for a strict international agreement on o one

de leting substances which arguably enabled the Montreal rotocol in

Ma well and riscoe

Particularly in city contexts, business leaders can also pursue direct private-public partnerships, for example
in the matter of city revitalization, neighbourhood development or integrated public-private mobility solutions.
ata sharing is an im ortant tool that business can ro ide to olicyma ers to design bene cial regulation and
investments.
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For more information, contact:
Secretariat of the International Resource Panel
(IRP)
Economy Division
United Nations Environment Programme
1 rue Miollis
Building VII
75015 Paris, France
Tel: +33 1 44 37 14 50
Fax: +33 1 44 37 14 74
Email: unep-irpsecretariat@un.org
Website: www.resourcepanel.org

Resource Efficiency and Climate Change:
Material Efficiency Strategies for a Low-Carbon Future
Implications for Business Leaders in Housing and Mobility
The International Resource Panel (IRP) was established to provide independent,
coherent and authoritative scientific assessments on the use of natural
resources and their environmental impacts over the full life cycle. The Panel
aims to contribute to a better understanding of how to decouple economic
growth from environmental degradation while enhancing well-being.
The Secretariat is hosted by the United Nations Environment Programme.
Since 2017, the IRP has published twenty-eight assessments. These
assessments demonstrate the opportunities for governments, businesses
and wider society to work together to create and implement policies that
ultimately lead to sustainable resource management, including through
better planning, technological innovation and strategic incentives and
investments.
This “Implications for Business Leaders” document accompanies a report
that was developed by the IRP in response to a request by leaders of the
Group of 7 nations in the context of efforts to promote resource efficiency
as a core element of sustainable development. It conducts a rigorous
assessment of the contribution of material efficiency to GHG abatement
strategies. More concretely, it assesses the reduction potential of GHG
emissions from material efficiency strategies applied in residential buildings
and light duty vehicles, and reviews policies that address these strategies.
According to the Panel, GHG emissions from residential buildings in the G7
and China could be reduced by at least 80% in 2050 through more intensive
use of homes, design with less materials, improved recycling of construction
materials, and other strategies.
Significant reductions of GHG emissions could also be achieved in the
production, use and disposal of cars. IRP modelling shows that GHG
emissions from passenger cars in 2050 could be reduced by up to 70% in G7
countries and 60% in China and India through ride-sharing, car-sharing, and
a shift towards trip-appropriate smaller cars, among others.
Increasing material efficiency is a key opportunity for moving towards the
1.5° C target in the Paris Agreement. Materials are vital to modern society,
but their production is an important source of greenhouse gases. Emissions
from material production are now comparable to those from agriculture,
forestry, and land use change combined, yet they have received much less
attention from the climate policy community. As shown by IRP estimates, it
is time to look beyond energy efficiency to reduce global carbon footprint.
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